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If n is any positive integer, n has at least as many positive divisors congruent
to 1 as congruent to 3 (mod 4). The purpose of this paper is to characterize
those triples of integers a, b and lc that can be substituted for 1, 3 and 4 in the
preceding sentence. More precisely, denote by N(n, , to) the number of positive
divisors d of n such that d j (mod k). From now on we assume/ > 1, a b,
and, for definiteness, 1 _< a, b _< k. Let S be the set of triples (a, b, It} such
that N(n, a, k) >_ N(n, b, k) for all positive integers n. All congruences will be
modulo/c unless otherwise specified.

LEMMA l. Let (a, b, lc} S and (a, b, k) 1. Then (b, ) a 1.

Proof. First we showa 1. Takingn bshowsalb. Since ifn /cWb,
then (a - /) ’ n, wemusthavea (/c b) and soa ]. Thusa! (a,b,k).
Now let (b, k) h and set n b - kb/h. Since both b, n b, there must

exist another divisor of n congruent to 1 besides 1 itself. Suppose t(rt 1)
n b(k/h 1),r, t_> 1. Clearlyt < bunlessh 1. Butt-- b, therefore

b. Thush (b,k) 1.

Let (a, b, lc) S and (a, b, lc) 1. Then c 1 (mod lc) whenever

Pro@ First we showb 1. Sincea (b, ]c) 1 byLemma 1, we can
use Dirichlet’s theorem to pick distinct primes pl p2 =- b. Let n plp.
The divisors of n are 1, pl p2 plp Thus N(n, b,/c) >_ 2 so we must have
piP2-- 1. Thusb2--- 1.
Now let (c,k) 1. We want to showc l and so can assume c land

c b. Choose x such that cx b and pick primes p, p -= c and p x. Let
n pplp. Its divisors are 1, p, p p., pp, pp, plp, ppp. Since pp
pp. =- b, n must have at least one divisor d - 1 besides 1 itself. If p - 1 or
pp:p. --- 1, then c b, contrary to assumption. Also p p c 1. Only
one divisor remains, pp2 Thus pp c =- 1.

:LEMMA 3. A natural number l has the property that c =- 1 (rood k) wheneer
(c, k) 1 i] and only i] ] 24.

Pro@ The proof that/ has the required property whenever/c 24 is easy
and will be omitted. To see the converse, suppose ] ’ 24. Then there exists
a divisor m of ]c such that (m, k/m) 1 and m is either a power of a prime p >_ 5,
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